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Vijayaraksita in his commentary on Madhavanidana provided a list of a few famous
commentators of classical and later treatises as well as authors I. It is believed by some of
the medical historians that the names are listed chronologically maintaining metrical order.
According to this view, Gaddghara's position is after Jajjata among the commentators of
Carakasa-jhita.

D.C. Bhattacharya distinguishes two persons by name Ga-iadhara connected with
medical treatises. They are Vaidya Gada-ihara or Gada I'iar 1 'a a and Gadadhara, the
father of Vangasena 2. The latter is considered ater to the first and he was known to the
medical world only as the father of Vangasena, a Bengali, living in Kiinjika and contem-
porary to the Sena dynasty 3. The former, i.e., Vaidya G rdadhara (Gadadhara) was quoted
by Niscalakara, and he is considered as the medical author mentioned by Vijayaraksita.
But Gadadhara was not quoted bv Cakrapanidatta, 011'lan1. Arunadatta or Hema Iri,
Eventhough, Dalhana does not quote him directly a close study of his commentary reveals
that Dalhana preferred Gadad'iara's version of Susrutasamhita and modified his copy
accordingly before writing Nibandhasangrahavyakhya. Information ascribed to Vaidya
Gadadharadgsa is quoted in the Saduktikarnamrta of Srtdharadasa.composed in 1205 A.0.4

Srikanthadaua, also quoted Gadadhara (G. D.). in his commentary on Siddhayoga. Bha-
vamisra quoted him in Jvaradhikara s.

Parentage:

Very little is known about his parentage and other details. Niscalakara indicated in
Ratnaprabha that G.D. was of the dasa's family in his reference 'antarangagadadhara-
dasa'.

According to Bhattacharya 6 the word antaranga means a court physician. Cakra-
~iinidatta used the word for his elder brother, who was antaranga to Gaudadhinatha '.
Sivadasasena designated this word to denote "a learned physician of good farnily'tin addition
to the previous one in his commentary called Tattvacandrika on Cakradatta. However,--- -- ~
I. Bhattiir~ j~ij'lt:l gadadhara vapyacandra sricakrapani bakulesvarasena bhojai~ Isaoa kiirtika

sukira sudhira vaidyair rnaitreya madhava..mukbairlikhi·4.m vicintya
2. Indian Historical Quarterly. xxxiii p. 140
3. Indian Medicine by Jolly. p. 8
4. N. N. Dasgupta, Indian Culture 3. p, 159
5. Bhavaprakasa, Jvaradhikara, interpolation verse 88
6. Indian Historical Quarterly XXIII 1947
7. Cakradatta Chap. 79 verse IS
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the term "antarajiga" only denotes that the particular person belongs to the inner circle in
the court of a king, or a confident of a king 8. Usually, the court-physicians are "antarangas"
of the king. The identity of the king is not clear from the statement of Niscalakara.

It is possible that he came from the famous family of vaidyas of Bengal and was so
learned that he had the honourable title of Vaidya Gadadharadasa or Antaranga since a
learned physician is supposed to be the shield of everyone's heart 9. G.D.'s nativity is also
strengthened by internal evidence. He uses a Bengali word Taksana for Svarnacuda 10

as quoted in the passages of pramehanidanam by Vijayaraksita 11. Taka for Svarna (gold)
is purely a Bengali pronunciation, frequently in force for coins. This establishes that
G.D. was a native of Bengal. His parents were of Dasa family.

Works of Gadadhara

Judging from the references of G.D. quoted by Vijayaraksita for the first ten
chapters of Madhavanidana, Meulenbeld seems to have come to the conclusion that
Gadadhara wrote a commentary on Susrutasa-jjhita. The close scrutiny of the quotations
of Gadadhara mentioned by Vijayaraksita's student Srtkanthadatta indicates that he was
associated with the commentary of Carakasajjjhita also. Srtkanthadatta in the supple-
mentary stanzas of Madhukosa quotes G.D.'s passages from his commentary on
Carakasamhita pertaining to treatment (cikitsa) of prameha and Kustha respectively.
Haridattasastri, in his introduction to Carakasamhita also mentioned G.D. as one 0 thfe
commentators of Carakasamhita, perhaps on these grounds.

G.D. not only wrote a commentary but also seems to have revised Susrutasamhita 12.

This is clearly understood from the fact that Dalhana preferred the G.D. 's version of
Susrutasarphita and revised his copy accordingly.

Majority of the quotations by Vijayaraksita and his student Srtkanthadatta in
Madhukosa are on the verses taken from Susrutasamhita particularly from Nidanasthana
and Uttaratantra.

G.D. is stated to have written a treatise called Vaidyaprasaraka, Niscalakara,
pupil of Vijayaraksita mentions G.D. by name of his work Vaidyaprasarake gada-
dharadayastu, meaning as also mentioned by G.D. and others in Vaidyaprasaraka.
Besides, Niscalakara often quotes Vaidyaprasaraka by G.D. A work called Vaidya-
prasaraka is repeatedly quoted in Srrka nthadatra's commentary on Siddhayoga 15 and
G.D. is also quoted in the same commentary but Snkantha nowhere correlates Vaidya-

8. antah = inner. anga = part
9. Com: of Sivadasasena on 6 above.

10. Kvacit Uiksana casah iti gadadharah.
11. Madhav"anidana ve~St:13 & 14 .
12. Madhukosa, netraroganidana. verse 50 etc.
13. e. g. on 9-51, 11-28, 37-59.
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prasaraka with G.D. The manuscript of an anonymous medical work called Brahadvaidya-
prasaraka is in the Coll-Cordier in Paris 14. Bhrad means voluminous and is only an
adjective which is often omitted in common use as names are pronounced generally
without the title. It may conclude, in this case, that Vaidyaprasaraka by Gadadhara is
available in its anonymous form in that manuscript.

There are indications from quotations of G.D. by Vijayaraksita that G.O. also
wrote a commentary on Vagbhara IS.

Date

Bhattacharya assumes that the list of authors given by Niscalakara is in chrono-
logical order. According to that G.D. was later than Vagbha-.a, Ravigupta (author of
Siddhasara), ISvarasena and Madhavakara and anterior to Govardhana (author of
Ratnamala), Cakrapani and Bakula.

But in the light of the references from Vijayaraksita, it is proper to conclude that
G.D. lived after Jajja-a and preceded Vapyac=ndra.

Due to the position of Madhavakara, another list by Vijayaraksita also becomes
chronological, because Kartikakunda is posterior to Madhavakara and anterior to Vrnda-
kunda, if the remark of Srlkal .•thadatta on Siddhayoga is to be trusted. In this Vapyacandra
is considered earlier to Madhavakara.

G.D. adopted the view of Drdhabala who was quoted by Jajjata, In the various
lists, G.D. is referred to after Jajja-a, Therefore the upper limit of G.O.'s date is 7th
century or the date of Jajjata. The lower limit must be 8th century or the date of
Madhavakara, who was posterior to Vapyacandra, who lived after G.D. Therefore G.D.
can be considered to have lived between 7th and 8th centuries.

As a commentator

G.D. was a great genius and his interpretations on treatises and texts have
theoretical and practical applicability. He is quoted by later authorities viz.,
Vijayaraksita and his pupils, Cakrapani and Bhavamisra etc. as he widely covered the major
three treatises=-Brhattrayi by his valuable commentaries. The following are a few of the
important interpretations which focus his ability and command over disciplines relevant
to medicine.

1. G.O. provides a.t etymological exposiuon for the term nidana. Nidana is
that, by which an instruction of a disease is discerned.

14. Cordier, Le Museon, N.S. 4. 1903, p. 341, Filliozat, J :A. t.224, 1934, p. 162, nr. 161.
15. e.g, Madhukosa-pajicanidana 4. Jvaranidana 40, pramehanidana 13 & 26 etc.
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2. A grammatical observation on 'utpatsyati' (imminent) by G.D. is interesting.
He revised the word utpatsyati as 'utpitsati' and derived it from the root 'pada'
which is used in the sense of 'gati' (motion) with the suffix 'san'. The suffix 'isi' is
added to it by applying the Paninian rule 'purvavat sanah' and the worn 'utpitsati' is
derived in parasmaipada form of the root, meaning 'about to arise' or 'imminent(fever),.

3. A question is raised in case of sannipata fever. When fever occurs by concerted
action (sannipatajvara) of the three morbific entities, of which the qualities are disagreeing
to each other like snow and fire, how it then is possible that morbid alteration by concerted
action is produced? G.D. justifies the concerted action by saying that "in a fever, by
concerted action, there does not occur any mutual injury of the morbific entities by their
disagreeing qualities, due to daiva (by chance) and owing to their inherent quality
(of not harming each other)".

4. G.D. interpretes that Susruta's term 'vahni' (fire) in the description of diarrhoea
(atisara) arising from grief (sokaja) denotes only 'pitta'.

5. The next ver- e mentions "if blood resembling ki!kananti comes out from grief
with smell or without smell and mixed with faeces or without faeces, the vaidyas declare this
to be a very troublesome disease". It (this type of diarrhoea, i.e., caused by grief) is extremely
difficult to treat without the removal of grief as it is not appeased solely by a remedy.
According to G.D. a diarrhoea by grief with only such an onsest is troublesome but not
the other (types) arising from grief.

6. The fourth type of ajirna (disintegration of the food) is due to a remnant of the
rasa. G.D., however, says "A remnant of the rasa is a remnant with regard to the rasa,
it b a remnant with regard to the rasa generated from the food, a component part of the
food which has entered it additionally, and is net perceptible, like the water which is present
in milk".

7. A verse in Vatavyadhinidana of Madhavanidana (originally taken from Susru-
tasamhita) runs thus: "Vata, along with kapha and pitta, and also independently causes the
disease iik~epaka and the fourth is due to injury (abhighata)". According to Madhukosa,
one is caused by independent vata only, another by vata along with kapha and pitta and the
fourth is by injury. The last is numbered fourth since daI}9iipatiinaka is also counted as

16. 'nirdisyate vYiidhiranen~ti nidanarrr-- Madhukosa, i-14
17. Madhukosa, ii-4to 7.
18. Bhiivaprakasa, Jvaradhikara, interpolation verse 88.
19. Madhukosa, atisaranldana 9.
20. Ibid. iii-IO to 21.
21. Ibid. vi- S.
22. Kapha pinanvito vayurvayureva cii kevalah-kuryadaksepakam tvanyarn caturthamabhighatajam.

=Madhavanidana,vatavyadhinidana37.' .
23. Madhukosa ~i-~4. -
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one clinical entity. It is interesting to note that G.D. does not count the dal)~apa-
tanaka but explains convincingly as follows: "One is by independent vata, second by vata
with kapha, third by vata with pitta and the fourth by injury.

8. G.D. while commenting on Vagbhata's words 'do~ii-;rta-pathethavli' on pra-
mehanidanam quotes Caraka's words and proves that madhumeha 'is caused only due to
savarat;la vayu (avrtavata)

SUMMARY

Gadadhara, commentator of Caraka, Susruta and Astangahrdaya was a native of
Bengal. He comes of Dasa family. He had also revised the Susrutasamhita. Gadadhara
was a great genius and his interpretations on treatises and texts have theoretical and
practical applicability. Gadadhara's date is between 7th and 8th century A.D. He lived
after Jejjata and preceded Vapyacandra and Madhavakara.
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